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THE STRUCTURE OF BLOCK-AUTOMORPHISMS OF M X S· 
D. BURGHELEA 
(Received 8 August 1975) 
LET d BE one of the geometric categories, f0iff, 9Jl1 and .0/' op; for any compact connected 
manifold M" E obd, d(M") resp. d(M") denote the s.s-groups of isomorphisms resp. block 
isomorphisms (diffeomorphisms, pI-homeomorphisms, homeomorphisms if d = ~iff, ~I, [!fop 
resp.) identity on aM". 
In [3] (see also [2]) for any compact connected M E obd, and s.s-complex, the nilpotency 
space j{~(M), has been associated with d(M x SI). In fact a homotopy equivalence (of the base 
point connected components): d(M x SI) - d(M x I) x Bd(M x I) x j{A(M) x T is estab-
lished, where T - * if aM ~ 0 and T = SI if aM = 0. 
It has been also shown that the homotopy type of j{A (M) is a topological invariant in the 
sense that for M E ob~iff, j{fiJdf(M) - j{f¥I(M) - j{iTOP(M) and for M" E ob9JlIXf¥'(M)-
j(iToP(M). 
The purpose of this paper is twofold: to find a similar result for d(M x SI) and to show that in 
stable range .N'~ (M) is a tangential homotopy invariant. 
_ We define w:d(M)xOd(M)-.d(MXS I ) if aM+0 and w:d(M)xM(M)xS I -. 
SiI(M x SI) if aM = 0, and show that the homotopy theoretic fiber of w is O"P with P an oo-Ioop 
space depending in a natural manner (up to a homotopy equivalence) only on 1T1(M); P also 
satisfies: 
(a) Periodicity: 04p - P 
(b) 1T,(P) = A, (1TI(M» where the A,(G),s denote the Rothenberg groups of 1T1(M) (Theorem 
2.1 and 2.2). 
It should be noticed that: 
(i) d(M) - Bd(M x I) hence Od(M) - d(M x I), 
(il) Wh(1TI(M» = 0 implies P contractible (by definition of A,(G». Hence d(M x SI) is 
homotopy equivalent to d(M x I) x Bd(M x I) x T; in particular we obtain Theorems 3.5.9, 
3.5.10 of [1]. 
If MI", M2" are two differentiable manifolds which have the same tangentiah homotopy type 
with n 12> r > 0 we show in Theorem 3.4 that j{fIIlff(MI) and j{fIIlff(M2) have the same 
(r - 2)-homotopy type. 
If the mentioned result about d(M x SI) can be viewed as a decomposition theorem which 
parallels the algebraic K -theoretic decomposition. 
K,(G x Z) = K,(G)Ef)K,-I(G)Ef)XilMG)Ef)XiIIi(G), the results stated by Theorem 2.1 and 
2.2 parallel the algebraic L-theoretic decomposition 
L,'(G x Z) = L,'(G) ® L~-I(G) with L,h(G), L,'(G) and A,(G) connected by the following 
eXact sequence 
... AI+I(G)-. L,'(G)-. L,"(G)-.A,(G)-.· ... 
This paper contains three chapters. 
In §I the notations as well as some definitions are collected (§§ 1). Since the main tool we use in 
the proof of Theorem 2.1 is the Farell-Hsiang splitting theorem (with stronger hypothesis and 
stronger conclusions), we find it useful to recall it together with the s-cobordism theorem in the 
language of k-ad manifolds. 
In §II the statement (§§1) and the proof (§§2) of Theorems 2.1 and 2.2 are given. 
In §III we prove Theorems 3.1 and 3.4. 
Throughout this paper will always abbreviate homotopy equivalent by -, and isomorphic by 
"" or =. . . 
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fl. 
§§I.l 
Throughout this paper we denote by M, N, P, manifolds, objects of one of the following 
geometric categories: 
~iff-the category of differentiable manifolds and differentiable maps, 
gJl-the category of p.l-manifolds and p.l-maps, 
[!fop-the category of topological manifolds and continuous maps. 
An isomorphism, resp. embedding, will be understood in the appropriate category. 
For M E obd a compact manifold with boundary aM (possibly empty), and K a closed 
subset K eM we write dK(M) resp. dK(M) for the s.s-group of isomorphisms resp. block 
isomorphisms which are tbe identity on K U aM, <€K~(M) resp. rjJK~(M) for the s.s-group of 
concordances resp. block concordances which are identity on K x [0, 1]. 
For M, VEobd, KcM closed subset, we define ~mbK"'(M,Mx V) resp. 
imbK~(M, M x V) the s.s-complexes of embeddings resp. block-embeddings which agree with 
the canonical embedding ;(m) = (m, vol resp. the canonical concordance; (I, m) = (I, m, vol on 
aM U K (vo a fixed point of V). 
A k-simplex of dK(M)resp. imbK~(M, M x V) is an isomorphism h: A[k] x M x V which 
agrees with the identity resp. inclusion on A[k] x (aM U K) and satisfies: 
(I) h is face-preserving, i.e. h (d,A[k] x M) C d,A[k] x M resp. d,A[k] x M xV. 
(II) h is "product like" near corners. 
Condition II makes sure that the Kan property holds and at the same time enables us to define 
the s,-operators as in [3] Appendix I. 
If one deletes II in this definitions, the objects which one obtains are not s.s -complexes 
anymore but only A-sets, technically more complicated or at least less traditional. 
A k-simplex of dK(M) resp. ~mbK~(M, M x V) is an isomorphism resp. embedding 
I,: A[k] x M -+ A[k] x M resp. A[k] x M x V, which agrees with the identity resp. inclusion on 
A[k] x (aM U K) and satisfies: 
(1') h commutes with the projection on A[k], 
(II) h is "product like near corners". 
Analogous to d K (M) and d K (M) one defines <€~ (M) resp. rjJ~ (M) the s.s -complexes where 
k-simplexes are concordances h: A[k] x M x 1-+ A[k] x M x I, hIA[k] x (aM x I U M x {O}) = id 
and satisfying I' resp. I and II. 
Because of 1', even without II, dK(M), ~mbK(M,Mx V) <€~(M) are Kan s.s-complexes, 
and with or without II the complexes we obtain are homotopy equivalent. Condition II seems to 
- ~ - ~ ~ .-~ be useful when one compares d ... , with d ... ,~mb ... with ~mb .... , ~ ... With ~ .... 
It is almost trivial to check that always rjJ~ (M) is contractible. 
To explain what "product like near corners" means, we remark that for any simplex u C A[n] 
one can identify A[nJ\T (T being the opposite face of u) to u x (A[n - kJ\doA[n - kJ) by the map 
;"(to, . .. ,t,,) = (tol(to + ... + 't), . .. , tk/(to + ... + 't», «/0 + ... + 't), thlt ... , In). A face-
preserving map f: A[n 1 x X -+ A[n 1 x Y is "product like near corners" if for any u C A[n] there 
exists a neighborhood N .. of u in A[n 1\T and a neighborhood M .. of Wo (the zero vertex of 
A[n - k]) so that ;"(N .. ) = u x M .. and (;"-1 x id)· f· (i .. x id): M .. x u x X -+ M .. x u x Y is of the 
form id~ x g with g = 110' X X. 
UI.2 
With the notations and definitions of [3], we treat the theory of compact manifolds with 
corners as the theory of k-ad manifolds. 
A cobordism between two o-ad manifolds Mit M2 (compact oriented manifolds with empty 
boundary) is a 2-ad manifold (M; M .. M2) verifying: 
A cobordism between two k-ad manifolds (M,; Milo M,2, ... , Mit) and (M2 ; M 2 .. M 22, ••• M2t) 
is a (k + 2)-ad manifold (W; W .. W2, W1 , ••• Wtd verifying: 
at) aw= W, U W2 U '" U Wh2, 
btl (W,; W, n W .. W. n W2, ••• W. n w.-r. W, n w.+ ..... w, n Wh2) 
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are cobordism of (k -I)-ad manifolds for all 
i = 3, 4, ... , k + 2, 
and 
(W2; W2 n W), W2 n W", ... W2 n WH2) = (M2; M2h M22, ... M2t ). 
The cobordism (M; Mh M2) of o-ad manifolds is an h-cobordism if the canonical inclusions 
MI ~ M, M2 ~ M are homotopy equivalences and therefore we have the torsions 71 of i l 
resp. 72 of i2, 710 72 E Wh(1TI(M». We know that 71 = (_I)dimM7!. The cobordism (M; Mh M2) is 
an s-cobordism iff 71 = 0 (or equivalently 72 = 0). Inductively, we say that (W; Wh W2, ... WH2) 
is an h -cobordism if 
(i) i l : (WI; WI n W), WI n W", ... WI n WH2)"--- (W; W), W", ... WH2) and 
i2: (W2; W2 n W], W2 n W", ... W2 n WH2)"--- (W; W), W", ... Wt +2) 
are homotopy equivalences of k-ad spaces; 
(ii) For any i = 3, 4, ... k + 2, (~; WI n W .. ~ n W2, ... ~ n WI-I, ~ n ~+ ..... 
~ n WH2) are s-cobordisms of (k -I)-ad manifolds. 
For an h-cobordism we denote by 71 resp. 72 the torsions of i l : WI"--- W resp. i2: W2"--- W 
and say that our h-cobordism is an s-cobordism if 71 = 0 (analogously we have 
71 == (-I)dimw7n. 
The s-cobordism theorem claims that given an h-cobordism of k-ad manifolds with 
dim W;=. 5, (W; W ..... WH2) is isomorphic to (WI x I; WI x {O}, WI x {I}, (WI n W) x 
I, .. . (WI n Wt +3) X I). The following proposition is rather immediate: 
PRoPOsmoN 1.1. Let (W; W .. W2, ... WHI ) be an h-cobordism of k-ad manifolds. If u, u', 7 
denote the torsions of WI n W) "--- W.. W2 n W) "--- W2, WI "--- W and dim W = n then 
u + 7 = U' +(-1)"7*. In particular if u = u' = 0 then 7 + (-1)"7* = O. 
A slightly modified version of Proposition 1.1 is: 
PROPOSITION 1.2. Let f: CW; IW .. 'W2, ... IWk+2)~eW; 2W .. 2W2, ... 2Wk+2) be a homotopy 
equivalence of (k + 2)-ad manifolds with fW; 2W ... .. 2Wt d an s-cobordism and let 710 72 and 7 
be the torsions of f: I WI ~2W .. f: I W2~2W2 and f. If u is the torsion 01 I WI L..-. I Wand 
d· I 1m W = n u + 7 = 7 .. (-l)"u* + 7 = 72. Hence in the case 71 = 72 = 0 U + (_l)"+IU* = 0 and 
T == -u. 
Both propositions are consequences of the formula 7(/2 . fl) = "(/1) + 7(/2) for II: A ~ Band 
'1: B ~ C homotopy equivalences of finite connected polyhedra. We recall also: 
PRoposmoN 1.3. (a) Let X, Y, P be finite connected polyhedra, I: X ~ Y a homotopy 
equivalence and i: Wh(1T.(x)~ Wh(1TI(X) x 1T1(P» the group-homomorphism induced by the 
canonical inclusion 1T1(X) = 1T1(X) x e C 1T1(X) x 1T1(P). Then 7(/ x idp ) = X(P)· i(7) with X(P) 
the Euler-Poincare characteristic of P. 
(b) Let (X; X .. X2) and (Y; Y .. Y2) be triples 01 finite connected polyhedra, i.e. 
X == XI U X2, Y = YI U Y2, with XI n X2 C XI C X and Y I n Y2 C YI C Y, i = 1, 2 are 
homotopy equit'alences and let I: (X; X .. X2)~(Y; Y .. Y2) be a homotopy equivalence 01 triples 
with I-I( YI) = Xh rl( Y I n Y1) = XI n X2 and ,,: XI n X2 ~ Y I n Y2 a simply homotopy 
equivalence. Then 7(/) = "(/1) + 7(/2) where" = fIx; -+ Y" i = 1, 2. 
Next we recall the Farell-Hsiang splitting theorem in a very weak form as it will be used in 
OUr considerations. Let MI and M2 be two compact manifolds with nonempty boundary and 
N C M2 be a codimension one submanifold intersecting aM2 transversely; and hence with 
N n aM2= aN. 
Definition. For I: (M .. aMI)~(M2' aM2) a homotopy equivalence of pairs we say that 
(a) 1 verifies "condition Sb" if: 
(i) r l (aM2) = MI. 
(ii) f: aMI ~ aM2 is transverse to aN. 
(iii) I: r'(aN)~aN is a homotopy equivalence. 
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(b) / verifies "conditions S" if: 
(i) r'(aM2") = aM," 
(il) / is transverse to N. 
(iii) /: (r'(N), r'(aN»-+ (N, aN) 
is a homotopy equivalence of pairs. 
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THEOREM 1.4, (Farell-Hsiang). Let (M .. aM.), (M2 , aM2) be two compact connected manifolds 
with boundary (possibly empty) and let N C M2 be a codimension one submanifold as above. 
Assume further, M2 and N connected, dim M, = n ;;:= 6, 1T,(M,) = G x Z, 1T,(N) = G and the 
inclusion N'-+ M2 induces for 1T" the inclusion G = G x to} C G x Z. If 
f: (M" aM,)-+(M2, aM2) is a homotopy equivalence of pairs which verifies "condition S,," and 
/: M,-+ M2 a simple homotopy equivalence, then f is homotopic reI. boundary to f, which verifies 
"condition S". 
It will be important to know when one can choose f, so that f,: f,-'(N)-+ N is a 
simple-homotopy equivalence. The following theorem which answers the question is due to 
Schlossmann[S], however we find it instructive to insert the proof. 
THEOREM 1.5. With the hypothesis above, to any f one associates an element u(f) E 
Wh(G)/{t + (-I)"t*} which depends only on the homotopy class reI. boundary 0/ f, so that 
u(f) = 0 iff/is homotopic reI. boundary to /' with /': /,-'(N) -+ N a simple homotopy equivalence. 
The proof will need the following lemma: 
LEMMA 1.6. Let l' = [-I, I] and Tk k;;:= 5 be a compact connected manifold with possibly 
nonempty boundary and t E Wh( 1TI(Tk». There exists a homotopy equivalence F: 1 x Tk X l' -+ 
I X Tk X l' 0/ manifolds with boundary so that: 
(a) F/Ox Tt xl' U I x a(Tt xl') = id. 
(b) / = F/{l} x Tt xl' = Tt x l' is a homotopy equivalenceo/pairs/: (Tk xl', a(Tt x 1'»-+ 
(Tt x I', a(Tt x I'» which verifies condition S (with respect to to} x Tt) 
(c) (f-I(Tk x [-i,O]);rl(Tk x -1),rl(Tk x O),rl(aTk x [-1,0]) is an h-cobordism 0/ I-ad 
manifolds of torsion T(f-I(Tt x -I) C rl(Tk x [-1,0]) = t + (_l)k+2t*. 
Proof. Start with an h-cobordism of I-ad manifolds (assume aTt ~ 0), (W; W" W1, W3), of 
torsion 1'1=t+(-I)k+1t* and W,= Tt; choose a homotopy equivalence g:(W; W" W1, 
W,)-+(Tt x [-1, 0], Tt x {-I}, Tt x {OJ, aTt x [-1,0]) which is an isomorphism on WI and W, 
and doubling g (following W1) we obtain 
h;(W=(\)WU(l>W; (I)W" (2)W" (\)W3 U(2)W,)-+(Tt x[-1,1], Ttx{-l}, Tk x{1}, 
aTt x [-I, I]) defined by hl(\)W = g, h/(l)W = g where (I)W and (l)W are two distinct copies of 
W. 
() 
-
g 
-
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h satisfies conditions S with respect to Tk x to} and restricts to an isomorphism on the 
boundary. We can also construct 8: (Tk xl'; Tk x{-I}, Tk x {I}, Tk x [-1+ I])-+(W; (1)W .. 
(2)W" (I)W3 U (l)W,) an isomorphism with fl = h. 8 which restricts to identity on 
Tt x {-I} u aTk x l' because T(WI(1) C W) = (t + (_l)k+lt*) + (-I)k+I(t + (-l)k+1t*)* = O. fl 
satisfies (c) and is homotopic to identity reI. Tk x {-I} u aTk x 1'. Then we can choose 
j":(Tt XI',a(Tt xI'»-+(Tt xl',(Tk x 1'» so that/"I(f,-I(Tk x [-U]) = id,/" ./'18(Tk xI'):: 
id and f = r . /' homotopic to identity reI. a (T" x 1') by a homotopy f" f. = flo = id; f, defines F. 
Q.E.D. 
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Proof of Theorem 1.5. By Theorem 1.4 choose fl satisfying "condition S", hence 
fIN = fl: fl-I(N)-+ N is a homotopy equivalence. Denote by u(f) the class of 7(/IN) in 
Wh(G)/{1 + (-1)"+I/*}. To show that u(/) is well defined, we proceed as follows: take two maps 
/' and j" verifying condition S and use Theorem 1.6 to construct F: 1 x MI -+ 1 X MI which 
satisfies condition S as well as FI{O} x MI = 1', FII X aMI = id x f'/ aMI. If 7, 7 .. 72 denote the 
torsions of F-I(O x N) C F-I(I x N), I' ,j", Proposition 1.2 implies 71 - 72 = 7 + (-1)"+17*, hence 
u(f) is well defined. If u(/) = 0, hence 7(/1) = I + (-1)"+1/* by Lemma 1.6 we can modify fl in f2 
by a homotopy constant on aMI and outside a closed tubular neighborhood of fl-I(N) so that 
f2 satisfies "condition S" and f2: f2 -I(N) -+ N is a simple homotopy equivalence. 
Remark on Theorem 1.5. Actually u(/) depends on the homotopy class of f through maps 
g: M I -+ M2 with g satisfying condition Sb and glrl(N) = Jlrl(N). 
In 
§§U.I 
Before stating the results which will be proved in this section, we define some notations. 
For a group G, let Wh(G) be the Whitehead group of the group ring Z(G),*: 
Wh(G)-+ Wh(G) the involution induced by g -+ g-I, and A"(G) the Rothenberg groups defined 
as follows: 
A"(G)={I E Wh(G)11 = (-1)"/}/{1 =u+(-I)"u*lu E Wh(G)} 
LeI iMP:d(M)-+d(MXP), P E obd, aM=0 and i:d(MX[0,21T])-+d(MxS I) be 
defined by: 
iMP (g) = g x idp 
i(h)(u, m, elt) = (h'(u, m, I), h"(u, m, I), ella- h •• m.,» 
for any k-simplex g: A[k) x M -+A[k) x M resp. h: A[k) x M x [0, 21T)-+A[k) x M x [0, 21T), 
h(u,m,/)=(h'(u,m,/), h"(u,m,/), h'"(u,m,/» of d(M) resp. d(MX[0,21T]) (u E A[k), 
m EM, I E [0,21T). 
by 
If JL denotes the mUltiplication in d(M x SI) we define: 
"'lI)M: d(M x 1) x d(M)-+d(M x SI), aM;f:0, 
"'lI)M: d(M x 1) x d(M) x d(SI)-+d(M x SI). aM= 0, 
"'lI)M(h .. h1) = JL(i(h l), iMS'(h1) resp. 
"'lI)M(h .. hl' h3) = p.(i(h l), p.(iMS'(h2l, i~(h3» 
hI E d(M x I). h2 E d(M), hs E d(SI) and by R"(M") the homotopy theoretic fiber of 
"wM • 
If M", N", p k E obd are connected manifolds with N" C M"\aM", apk = 0, aM;f: 0 and 
8/J :!!iO d the diagrams *. **. and *** below are commutative 
(*) F"'" (M) - d(M x 1) x d(M) - d(M x SI) 
(**) 
(***) 
1iloWN r i i 
F"'" (N) - deN x I) x deN) - deN x SI) 
F:+~MX P)_ d(M x P x 1) x d(M x P) 
r 'I. r I'x, liMP 
F""'(M)- d(M x 1) x d(M) i .. P 
i .. MXP .d(MXPxSI) 
r l'x5, 
d(MxSI) 
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If aM = 0 similar diagrams can be obtained replacing the middle terms d(M x I) x d(M), 
d (M x P x I) x d (M x P) resp. ei (M x I) x fJ (M) by d (M x I) x d (M) x d (S I), 
d(M x P x I) x d(M x P) x d(SI) resp. ei(M x I) x ei(M) x ei(SI). 
THEOREM 2.1. Assume M" a compact connected manilold, i ~ 6 - n. 
(a) 71", (F,,""(M» = A,,+,+I(71"I(M» and il the inclusion N" C M"\aM" induces an isomorph-
isms lor 71"1 then ""/"M.H induces an isomorphism lor 71"1. 
(b) "".a/"M is a homotopy equivalence. 
(c) 11 .. : F,,"" (M)-+ F~+J.M x P) induces lor 71", the group homomorphism 
(11,,).: A,,+,(71"I(M»-+AH ,,+/(71"I(M) x 71",(P» defined by (11 .. ).(7) = x(P)· j(7), with 
j: Wh(G)-+ Wh(G x G') induced by the inclusion G = G x {e} C G x G'. 
(d) For n ~ S, OF,,""(M") is homotopy equivalent to F~+I(M" x I). 
Remark. It is easy to see that the identity component of d(SI) is homotopy equivalent to SI. 
In the sequel we treat the case aM ~ 0; the case aM = 0 can be handled according to the 
following observations. 
All statements below remain true if one fixes m EM and replace d(M x SI) by d mXI(M x 
SI) and d(M) by dm(M), consequently Theorem 2.1 remains true defining F,.""'(M) as the 
homotopy theoretic fiber of Cdm: d(M x I) x d m(M)-+dmxl(M x SI); the restriction of Cd to 
d(M x 1) x dm(M) x {ids'}' From the commutative diagram 
d(Mx I) x dm(M) ~ dm)(I(M x SI) 
r r r 
d(M x I) x d(M) x d(SI) ~ d(M x SI) 
1,vM Ins. /.MwS' 
whose rows are principal fibrations conclude that Cdm and Cd have homotopy equivalent homotopy 
theoretical fibers. 
Theorem 2.1 shows that for any n ~6, F .... (M .. ) does not depend on the geometric category 
.91, and depends on M" only by dimension nand 71"1(M), hence one can write F,,(71" IM) instead of 
F,,""(M). 
THEOREM 2.2. There exists a lunctor F from the category of finitely generated and finitely 
presented groups to the homotopy category 01 oo-Ioop spaces so that: 
(1) F(G) is periodic of period 4, i.e. 04F(G) - F(G) 
(2) 71", (F(G» = A,(G) and for n ~ 6 O"F(G) - F,,(G) 
Remark. 2-periodicity of A,(G) (A'+2(G) = A,(G) suggests 02F(G) - F(G); although we are 
not able to disprove yet the 2-periodicity of F we believe that (1) is the best one can be said about 
it. 
COROLLARY 2.3. II M" is a compact connected oriented manilold and Wh(71"I(M» = 0 then 
(a) d(M)xOd(M")-d(M x SI) if aM~0, 
(b) d(M) x Od(M) x SI - d(M X SI) if aM = 0. 
In the next section, §§II.2 we give the proof of Theorems 2.1 and 2.2. 
UIU 
In order to prove Theorem 2.1 we need first: 
PRoposmoN 2.4. For any compact connected manifold M", n ~4, M" E obd 
(.) d(M x [0, 271"])-d(M x SI)_ imb""(M,MXS I) 
is a fibration which is natural with respect to M" and .91, i.e. lor N C M" \aM" and fJ ~ .91 the 
lollowing diagrams are commutative: 
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(*') d(M X [0,21T])-d(MX SI)_ imb"'(M,MX SI) 
_ i _ i _ i 
.5iI(N X [0, 21T])- .5iI(N X SI)- 'lmb"'(N, N X SI) 
(*'~ d(M X [0, 21T J) - d(MX SI) - imb'" (M, M X SI) 
1 1 1 
{j(M X [0, 21TJ)- {j(M X SI)- imba(M, M X SI) 
Proposition 2.4 is based on the Corollary 2.6 of the following lemma: 
LEMMA 2.5. Let M" be a compact connected manifolds in .5iI and ({),: M" X 1 -+ Mil X 1 X R, 
i = 1,2 be two embeddings so that: 
(a) ({),-'(M" X U} X R) = M" X {j}, i = 0, I 
(b) ({),(M" x 1) divides Mil x 1 x R in two manifolds w,- and w,+ (i.e. Mil x 1 x 
R\({),(M" xl) = w,- u w," with w,- n w," = ({),(M xl). 
(c) WI - C W2-. 
(d) ({),: (M" x 1) -+ Mil x 1 x R are homotopy equivalences. 
Then P = W2 -\ WI- C M x 1 x R is a homotopy equivalence. 
Proof. It is enough to show that: 
(I) w," C M x 1 x R is a homotopy equivalence. 
(2) P C W2 is a homotopy equivalence. 
As (I) and (2) can be proved in exactly the same manner we present only the proof of (1). 
Because the composite M x 1 ~ w,'" ~ M x 1 x R is a homotopy equivalence, the van 
Kampen theorem implies that aj induces an isomorphism for 1T1. To conclude that a, is a 
~omotopy equivalence it remains to check that a, induces isomorphisms for homotopy groups 
In dimension greater than one. 
Let X be the universal covering of M x 1 x R, say 8: X -+ M x 1 x R. Take Y = 
8-1«({),(M XI», x,± = 8-1(W,"') and notice that Y is the universal covering of ({),(M x 1) and x,± 
are the universal coverings of w,"'. Because the composite Y C X,'" C X is a homotopy 
~quivalence, from the Mayer-Vietoris exact sequence it follows that Y ~ x,± induces 
Isomorphisms for homology groups, and because Y and x,± are simply connected it does also for 
h?motopy groups. Hence ({),: M x 1-+ w,± induces isomorphisms for homotopy groups in 
dImension greater than I. 
COROLLARY 2.6. If h: M x 1-+ M x 1 X SI is a concordance of embeddings, i.e. h is an 
embedding with hlaM x 1 U M x {OJ = id, then M x {OJ x SI\M x {OJ x {e}'---+ 
At x 1 x S I\h (M x 1) is a homotopy equivalence. 
Proo/. Clearly h lifts up to Ii: M x 1-+ M x 1 x R where M x 1 x R -+ M x 1 x S I is the 
canonical covering (m, A, 8)-+(m, A, e
'
·). Let T be the generator of the covering group 
(T~m, A, 6) = (m, A, 8 + 21T» and apply Proposition 2.5 to the embeddings hand T.h. Clearly the 
PaIr (M x 1 x SI\h(M x 1), M x {OJ x SI\M x {OJ x e) is homeomorphic to (P, P n (M x {OJ x R» 
and by Lemma 2.5, P n (M x 0 x R) -+P is a homotopy equivalence. Q.E.D. 
sh Proof of Proposition 2.~. Denote by S+' = {z E SllRe z ;J!: OJ; the key poin~ in thi~ proof is to 
ow that for any embeddmg h: 1 x DI-I X M x S} -+ 1 X D,-I X M X SI whIch satIsfies 
(a) h-I({j} X D'-I x M X S .. I) = j X D'-I X M X S+I, j = 0,1. 
(b) hI{O} x DI-I x M U 1 x a(D'-1 x M) x S} = id, the cobordism (V; V .. V2, V3) with 
(V, V.)=(IxD' IXMxS I\h(1xD' IxMxS}), {O}xDl-lxMxSI\h({O}xD' 'xMXS}) 
is an s-cobordism reI. boundary. 
th By Corollary 3.11 above (V; V .. V2, V3) is an h-cobordism therefore it remains only to check 
Fat T(VI C V) = 0 or equivalently V collapses to VI U V3 = VI U h(I x a(D'-1 x M x S}». 
hor this purpose denote by P, PI and P2, the manifolds 1 x DI-I X M x S .. to} X D'-I X M U 
h (I X DH x M x S}) and {OJ x DI-I x M X SI. Clearly the inclusions P2 C PI C P are all 
Omotopy equivalences and PI collapses to P2 , P collapses to P2. Hence P collapses to PI' 
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Because (V, V. U V1) C (P, P.) and P\P. = V\(V. U V1), 'I'(P. c P) = j('I'«V. U V1) C V» 
with j the group homomorphism j: Wh ('IT.(M» ~ Wh ('IT.(M) x Z) induced by the inclusion 
'IT.(M) = 'IT.(M) x {OJ C 'IT.(M) x Z. But j is injective and 'I'(P. C P) = o. Hence 
'I'«V. U V1) C V»=O, hence (V; Vh V2, V1) is an s-cobordism. This last fact implies by the 
s-cobordism theorem that any h as above can be extended to ii: I x D'-· x M X S· ~ I X D'-I X 
M X S· an automorphism with ii/{O} x D'-· x M X S· = id. As f: I x D'-· x M x {e}~ I x D'-· x 
M X S· an embedding verifying (a) (b) (with {e} instead of S+·) can be extended to 
h: I x D'-· x M x S+ I ~ I X D'-· x M x S\ an embedding verifying (a) (b) and therefore to ii, 
the Kan-extension condition is fulfilled. The naturality expressed in terms of the commutativity 
of (* ') and (* ") is certainly obvious. Q.E.D. 
The key point in the proof of Theorem 2.1 is to determine the homotopy groups of the pair 
(imb''''(M, M x S·), d(M», with d(M) included in imb""(M, M x SI) via the composition by 
the inclusion M = M x {e} C M x S·. Our next step is to prove: 
THEOREM 2.7. Let N", M" E obd be compact connected manifolds with N" C M"\aM 
embedding in d, ei EO d, and i an integer so that i + n '" s. 
(a) There exists a group isomorphism 
8","": 'IT, (imb""(M, M x SI), d(M»~Au'+2('lTI(M» 
(b) The following diagrams are commutative 
with 'Y induced by the group homomorphism 'IT.(N)-+ 'IT.(M), which the embedding N C M 
induces for 'IT •. 
(c) Let P" be a compact oriented connected manifold with ap = 0 and vI' the 
group-homomorphism v": A,,+'+2( 'IT.(M» ~ A"+1+2+" ( 'IT.(M) x 'IT.(P» defined as follows: if k is 
odd then v" = 0 and if k = even, v" is the composite of the group homomorphism induced by the 
inclusion 'IT.(M) = 'IT.(M) x {e} C 'IT.(M) x 'IT.(N) namely A,,+'+2('IT.(M»-+ 
A,,+'+2('IT.(M) x 'IT.(P» = A,,+'+2+A:('IT.(M) x 'IT.(P» and the multiplication by the Euler-Poincarl 
characteristic x(P) of P. The following diagram is commutative 
'IT,(imb""(M,MX S·); d(M»-A"+I+2('IT.(M» 
1 1 ~,
'lTi(imb"'(M x P; M x P X SI); .it(M x P» - AU I+1+" ( 'IT.(M) x 'IT.(P» 
Proof. The proof of (a) will go along the following lines: Construct first a map 
8","": 'IT, (imb""(M, M x S·), d(M»~ Wh('IT.(M»/{t = u + (-1)U'+2u*lu E Wh('IT.(M»} and 
show: 
(i) 8","" is a grouphomomorphism, 
(ii) 8","" is injective, 
(iii) 8",""('IT,(imb""(M,M x S·), d(M» C AU'+2('IT.(M», 
(iv) 8","" ('IT, (imb""(M, M x SI), d(M» :J A"+i+2('IT.(M». 
Construction of 8","": Choose a representative f of an element [f) E 'IT,(imb"" (M, M x SI), 
d(M», i.e. an embedding f: I x D'-· x M ~ I X D'-I X M X SI so that 
(a) fl{O} x D'-· x M U I x a(D'-1 x M) = inclusion 
(b) fl{l} x D'-· x M comes from d(M). 
As d(M x SI)~ imb""(M, M x SI) is a fibration by Proposition 2.4, f extends to an 
• 
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automorphism h: I x DI-I X M x SI~I X DI-I X M X SI with h/{O}xD'-1 x M X SI U Ix 
o(Di-I X M X SI) = id. Let h' = h-I and write h'(x, 8) = (gl(X, 8), gl(x,8» x E I X D'-I X M, 
8 E S., gl: I x D'-I X M x SI~I X D'-I x M, gl: I x D'-I X M X SI~SI; choose a homotopy 
gl' : I x D'-I X M X SI ~ SI with (a) glO = gl, (b) g/ = projection on SI and enjoying some extra 
condition (c) necessary for F: I x I X D'-I X M X SI ~ I x I X D'-I X M x S., given by 
F(t, x, 8) = (t, gl(X, 8), gl' (x, 8» to satisfy the property Sb with respect to the codimension one 
sUbmanifold I x I X DI-I X M x {e} C I x I X D'-I X M X SI. 
To explain this condition let us regard gl as Kl:lxD'-lxM~Maps (SI.SI); clearly (1) 
gl/{O} x D,-I x M U I x a(D'-1 x M) = ids. and (2) Kl({t} x D i - I x M) C Maps' (SI. SI) where 
Maps' (SI, SI) = {f E Maps (S" SI)WI(e) = e, I is regular transverse on e}. The space 
.« = {f: (/ x Di-I X M; {OJ X D,-I x M U I X (Di-I x M). {I} x Di-I x M) ~ (Maps (SI. SI). 
Maps' (SI, SI), ids.)} is contractible since Maps' (SI. SI) is contractible, Maps (SI. SI) has the 
homotopy type of SI and HI(/ x D,-I X M. a(/ x DI-I x M); Z) = 0, because aM"#- 0. Our extra 
condition (c) requires that 1(1' E.Al. 
F defined as mentioned above verifies Sb. Moreover it depends (up to a homotopy as indicated 
in Remark to Theorem 1.5) only on the class [f] E 1T,(imb .... (M. M x SI). d(M». Because of 
Theorem 1.5 and Remark to Theorem 1.5, 
8M .... : 1T,(imb .... (M, M x SI).d(M»~ Wh(1TI(M»/{t = 0'+(-1)"+1+10'*/0' E Wh(1TI(M»} 
given by 8M .... ([f]) = O'(F) is well defined. 
Proolol (i). For i > 1 the group structure of 1T,(imb .... (M. M x SI). d(M» can be described 
Using juxtaposition as follows: Regard D'-I = D'-l X I and for two elements [fl]. [fl] E 1T, ... 
choose, as representatives f, the embeddings II: I x D'-l X [0, n x M ~ I X D'-l X [O.!] x M x SI 
and /1: I x D'-l xU, 1] x M ~ I X Di-2 xU, 1] x M x SI; the sum [fl] + [fl] is represented by the 
embedding 1111 /1: I x D'-l xl x M ~I x D'-lXI x M x SI with II II fJI X D'-lX [0. !1 x M = 
f .. fl 11 fJI X D'-l x U. 1] x M = /1. For the element [fl. [f)-I is represented by the embedding 
/: I x D i - 2 X I x M ~ I X D'-l X I x M X SI with j(t, v, I. m) = l(t, v, 1-1, m), (t, v, I, m) E 
[xDl-2 x [xM. 
With this description in mind an accurate choice of F's proves the homomorphism property of 8 
as Consequence of Proposition 1.3. 
Proof 0/ (ii). By Theorem 1.5 if 8[f] = 0 we can choose F to verify condition S with 
F: p-l(Il x DI-I X M x{e})~/l x DI-I x M x{e} a simple-homotopy equivalence. As P-I(O x 
Ix DI-J x Mx{e}) = f(I x D'-I X M x{e}) and P/P-I(Oxlx DI-I x M x{e}) = r .. we can 
construct an embedding G: Ix IxD'-1 xM ~P-I(Oxl XD'-I x M x {e}) C [2xD'-1 x Mx SI 
with O/{O} x I x D'-I X M = /. G/I x I x a(D'-1 x M) = identity and GW x DI-I x M) = 
F-I(J2 x DI-I x M x {e}). The embedding G establishes [f] = o. 
Proof of (iii). We regard P as a homotopy equivalence of 3-ads. P: (L; Lit Ll• L3)~ (V; V .. Vl• V3) with L =P-IWxDl-lxMx{e}). V=llxD'-lxMx{e}. L I= 
{F- ({O} x I x D'-I x {e}). VI ={O}x I xDI-I x M x {e}. Ll = P-I({l}X I XD'-I x M x {e}). Vl = I}XI x DI-J x M x{e}, L3 = P-I(I x a(1 XD'-I x M) x {e}), V3 = I x a(1 XD'-I x M). As 
F: L, ... V, are simple homotopy equivalences Proposition 1.2 implies O'(F) = 0' + (-I)ft+1+10'*. 
Proof 0/ (iv). Represent an element of A"+I+2( 1T1(M» by T E Wh (1TI(M» which satisfies the 
equation T + (_l)'+ft+1T* = 0, and regard I x D'-I X M as a 3-ad manifold (I is regarded as a 2-ad 
manifold (I; {OJ, {I}) and D'-I x M as a I-ad manifold (D'-I x M; a(D'-1 x M». say 
(lJ; UI, Ul• U3) with UI = {OJ X DI-I x M, Ul = {l} X DI-I X M, U3 = I x a(DI-I x M). Choose 
~ h-cobordism of 3-ad manifolds (W; W .. Wl• W3, W4 • W,) with (W .. ; WI n W3• WI n W". 
I n W,) = (U; U.. Ul• U3) and T(W.. W) = - T. Choose also the isomorphism A~IWl U W3 U W" U W,~({l}xlxD'-lxM) U (Ixa(/xDl-lxM» with 
A )O} x I X DI-I x M) = Wl• A -1(/ x {OJ x a(DI-I x M» = W1• A -1(/ X {l} X DI-I x M) = W". 
; (I x I x a(D1-I x M» = W,. Since T + (_l)I+"+lT* = 0, (WI; WI n W3, WI n W". WI n W,) ~,~? h-cobordism of torsion 0 (by Proposition 1.1). one can define the isomorphism 11: I x 
x M ... WI with T//{O) x D'-I x M = A -I. 
Consider now the h-cobordism (WXSI; WIXSI. WlxS" W3xS" W"xS., W,XSI) 
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which by Proposition 1.2 has 7(WI x St, W x SI) = 0, hence 7(W2 x SI C W X SI) = 0 hence 
there exists an automorphism A:IxWxSI-+lxIxD'-lxMxSI with 
A/{I}x wx SI U Ix aWx SI = A xid. Define I = A '1/: I x D'-I X M -+1 XD'-I x M X SI 
which clearly verifies 
(a) fI{O} x D'-I x M U I x a(D'-1 x M) = inclusion 
(b) I({l} x D'-I x M) c {l} x D'-I X M x tel, hence represents an element in 
'IT, (imb""(M, M x SI), d(M». We leave the reader to check alone that 8[/] = 7; this ends the 
proof of (a). Parts (b) and (c) follow straightforward from the definition of 8 (and Proposition 
2.4). Q.E.D. 
Proof of Theorem 2.1. To prove Theorem 2.1 for aM:F ., it is enough to consider the following 
commutative diagram, which is natural with respect to M and .91. 
d(M x [O,2'IT])- d(MX SI)- imb""(M, M x SI) 
1- 1~ 1u 
d (M x [0, 2 'IT ]) -+ d (M x [0, 2 'IT ]) x d (M) _p_roje_c_tlon_. d (M) 
Certainly the homotopy theoretic fibers of w, and of the inclusion d (M) -+ i mb"" (M, M x S I) 
identify (up to a homotopy equivalence) in a natural way with respect to M and d. By exact 
sequence arguments for homotopy groups one obtains (a), (b) and (c). 
Part (d) follows straightforward from Proposition 2.8 below. 
PRoposmON 2.8. Let M E ob.91 be a compact connected manifold; there exists an 
isomorphism of s.s groups resp. 01 s.s complexes between nd(M) and d(M x I) resp. between 
o i mb"" (M, M x S I) and i mb"" (M x I, M x I x S I), which is natural with respect to .91 and M. 
Moreover, the following diagram is commutative: 
Od(M x [0, 2 'IT ]) _ nd(MX SI) _ Oimb"" (M, M x SI) 
111 
d(IXM X[O,2'IT])-d(IX Mx SI)- i mb..t (I x M,Ix Mx SI) 
Proof. We give the proof only for nd(M) - d(M x I) the remaining case can be handled in 
exactly the same way. 
Recall first the definition of O(X, a) for an arbitrary Kan complex X and O-simplex a: One 
takes as (O(X, a»" the set {x E Xn+lldoX = soa, dio . .. di.Q = a and one defines the faces 8," in 
O(X, a) by a, -d~~11 and the degeneracies [I," in O(X, a) by [I,"x = s7:llx. 
Consider now Xo: 41[p] x 1-+ 41[p + 1] defined as follows: represent a point x E 41[p] by its 
baricentric coordinates (xo, . .. ,xp ), x, E [0, I] with ~x, = 1 and a point y E 41[p + 1] by its 
baricentric coordinates (Yo, ... , Yp+\), y, E [0, I] with ~y, = I; define Xo(x, t) = y with Yo = t 
YI = (1- t)xo, ... , Yp+1 = (1- t)xp • If h: 41[p + 1] x M -+ 41[p + 1] x M represents a p + I-simplex 
in d(M) with doh =id, dio ... dl+lh =id, then l(h)=Xo-'hXo on 41[p] x [0, l]xM and id on 
Mp]x{O}XM is a p-simplex in d(MXI). Conversely if h':Mp]XIxM-+41[p]XIXM 
represents a p-simplex in d(M x I), g(h): Mp + I] x M -+41[p + I] x M given by g(h') == 
Xo' h' . Xo- I on (41[p + I]\d~[p + I]) x M and g(h') = id on d~[p + 1] x M represents a 
p + I-simplex of d(M) which is a p-simplex of nd(M) (As O-simplex a, we take idM ). The 
definitions are correct because of the "like product near corners" conditions required for 
simplexes of d(M) resp. d(M x I), 1 defines the isomorphism nd(M)-+d(M x I) and g its 
inverse. Q.E.D. 
Proolol Theorem 2.2. By Theorem 2.1 (a) and (b) and n ;;;, 6, for any finitely generated and 
presented group G, and any integer n one can define F,,(G), up to homotopy type, as F"'(M n ) 
with M" a compact connected manifold in d with 'IT,(M") = GaM":F 0. By Theorem 2.1 (d) we 
have OF,,(G)- F ... I(G). 
Because in dimensions 8 and 12 one can find compact simply connected manifolds V· resp· 
V I2 with aV=0 and X(V)= 1, we obtain by Theorem 2.1 (c) F,,(G)-F,,+8(G)-08F,,(G) 
F,,(G) - Fn+12(G) - OI2Fn (G); hence Fn(G) - FnH(G) for all n;;;, 6. 
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In conclusion, taking F(G) = n4t -"F" (G), this is a homotopy type which does not depends of 
nand K and verifies 
(i) n4F(G) = F(G), 
(ii) 1T.F(G) = A.(G). 
We notice also that two embeddings hit h2 : N" ~M"\aM" which are isotopic induce 
homotopic maps F,,'11I(hl)' F,,'11I(h2), for if hit t E [1,2] is an isotopy, there exists the ambient 
isotopy i,: M" ~ M" with i,/aM" = id, io = id and i, . hI = h,. The reader can show easily that i, 
induces a homotopy i,: F,,'11I(M")~F,,'I1I(M") with P-11I(h2) = i 2 ' P-11I(h l). 
Let 'fJ be the category of finitely generated and presented groups and group-homomorphism 
and d 4t, (4k ,.. 6) the category whose objects are pairs (M4t, mol with M4t compact connected 
manifolds with aM4t"# e and mo E Int M4t, and morphisms are isotopy classes of base-point 
preserving embeddings. Choose a functor T: 'fJ ~d4t so that T(G) is a manifold with 
1T.(T(G), mol = G and T(J) inducing for 1T1 the group homomorphism f. Take F = 
F:'... T: 'fJ ~ :T(,.t F certainly verifies the conditions required. (The reader can prove even more 
that F is unique up to an equivalence.) 
1m. 
§u 
For a base pointed space (or s.s-complex) (X. xo), denote by X the base-point connected 
component. 
If M" E obd is a connected manifold and m E M, define s.s maps J: ~mb.l1l (M, M x S I) ~ 
1mb.l1l(M,MXR) for aM"#e and jm: ~mb.l1l(M,MXSI)~~mbm.l1l(M,MxR) for aM=e, 
which associate to any k-simplex h of ~mb.l1l (M, M x SI) resp. ~mbm.l1l (M, M x SI) represented 
by the embedding 
the unique embedding 
h: &[k]xM -&[k] x Mx SI, 
\t II' 
&[kJ 
j(h): &[k] x M -&[k]x M x R 
\t II' 
&[k] 
(representing a k-simplex of ~mb.l1l(M, M x R) resp. 
imbm.l1l (M, M x R» which makes commutative the diagram 
&[k]xMxR --:""&[k] xMx 51 
~(h) [h 
&[k] x M 
Denote by J{.I1I (M) the homotopy theoretic fiber of j resp. of jm if aM"# e resp. aM = e. (In the 
~ase iJM = e, different choices of m lead to isomorphic homotopy theoretic fibers of jm, which 
JUstifies the absence of m from the notation J{.I1I (M». 
In [3] and [2] the following homotopy equivalences have been established: 
(i) if aM"# e d(M x SI) - d(M x 1) x Bd(M x 1) x J{.I1I (M) 
I (ii) if aM = e d(M x SI) - d(M x 1) x Bd(M x 1) x J{.I1I (M) X SI. 
t t has been also proved that the s-s complex J{"'(M) called "the nilpotency of M" is a 
:ological invariant in the sense that M E ~iff implies J{~df(M) _. J{!PI(M) - J{<TOP(M) and 
E ~ I implies J{!PI(M) _ J{<ToP(M). 
h The purpose of this chapter is to show that in the stable range J{.I1I (M) is actually a tangential 
Omotopy invariant. Our main results are contained in Theorems 3.1 and 3.5. 
THEoREM 3.1. If N", M" E obd are compact connected manifolds, satisfying the fol/owing 
conditions: 
(i) N" C M" \aM" t~ . 
I IS the category of Kan complexes and homotopy classes of s . s -maps. 
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(ii) 'TT,(M", N") = 0 for i ~ r, r ~ n -4 
or r ~ n - 3 in which case 'TT.(aM") = 'TT,(M") = 0, i = 0,1 
(iii) 'TT,(M") = 0, i ~ k, 0 ~ k ~ r, then 
'TTl (.N'(N") - .N'(M"» = 0 for 
. {inf (2r - 3, 1~ inf (2r - 3, 
r + k - 2), 
r+ k -2. 
stI. = ~iff 
r + 2).>4 = ~I • .:fop 
Definition 3.2. Two spaces (s.s-complexes) X and Y have the same r-homotopy type iff X' 
and Y' the roth Postnikov terms in the Postnikov tower are homotopy equivalent. A chosen 
homotopy equivalence lp: X' -+ Y' is called an r-homotopy equivalence. 
If lp: X' -+ Y' is an r-homotopy equivalence there exists an r + I-complex K and the 
continuous maps j: K -+ X, g: K -+ Y with 'TT,(f) = 'TT,(g) = 0 for i ~ r + 1, further if p: X -+ X' 
and u: Y -+ Y' are the natural maps in the Postnikov tower, g * . f; I = u; IIp * lp * on 'TT, (X), i ~ r. 
Definition 3.3. Two n -manifolds V and V' are said to be of the same tangential r-type, if they 
are r-equivalent and if 
f*TV=g*TV', f: K -+ V, g: K -+ V' 
THEOREM 3.4. Assume V and V' k-connected manifolds V, V' E obstl. of the same tangential 
r-type n 12 > r + 1 > k; then .N'( V) and X( V') have the same j -homotopy type with j = inf (2r - 2, 
r + k - 2) if Jl/ = ~ iff and j = inf (2r - 2, r + k - 2, r + 2) if Jl/ = ~ I or .:fop. 
Proof of Theorem 3.1. The proof will split up in three steps. 
Step 1. Establish the existence and the commutativity of the following diagram: 
Step 2. Prove that: 
G~(N)- BJl/(N x 1) __ G_N _-+) 'imb.t#(N, N x SI) 
DiagramD 
(i) the homomorphism 'TTk('imb"'(N, N x SI), Bd(N X 1»-+ 'TTk(~mb"'(M, M x SI), 
B.st(M x I» induced by our diagram is an isomorphism for any k. 
(ii) 'TT, (wmb"(N'! x S')~ 2mb"(M, i x S'I) = 0 
~mb"'(N. N x Sl)- ~mb"'(M, M x SI) 
for . ..::{inf(2r-2,r+k-l) stI.=~iff 
1- inf (2r - 2, r + k - 1, r + 3) .lit = ~I, .:fop 
( 
Bd(NX 1) - Bd(Mx I)) 
which from 'TT, r r = 0 
BstI.(Nx 1) - BstI.(M x I) 
. ..:: { inf (2r - I, r + k) Jl/ = ~ iff 
for 1- inf(2r-l,r+k,r+r) Jl/=~I,9"op 
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established in [3) Theorem 3.1, pp. 28 implies 'IT,(G(N)-+G(M» =0 for 
• :0;:: {inf (2r - 4, r + k - 3) d = ~iff 
,- inf(2r-4,r+k-3,r+1) d=~I,.o/'op 
Step 3. Show the existence of the commutative diagram 
G(M)-nX(M) 
I I 
G(N)-nX(N) 
whose horizontal lines are homotopy equivalencies. 
Then 'lT1-1(OX(N) -+ nX(M» = 'IT, (X(N) -+ X(M» = 0 for 
. {inf(2r-3,r+k-2) d=~iff 
,~ 
inf(2r -3, r + k -2, r +2) d = ~I, .o/'op 
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Proof of step I. Regard B.iI(M x [-'IT, 0)) resp. Bd(M x [-'IT, 0)) as the quotient complexes 
of the free actions of .si(M x [-'IT, 0)) on imb~)«-,,)(M x [- 'IT, 0). M x [- 'IT, 'IT» resp of 
d(Mx[-'lT,O)) on imb~)({_tr}(MX[-'lT,O), Mx[-'lT,'IT», since both imb~)({_w} ... and 
1mb~)({_w} ... are contractible. 
The diagram 
imb~)({_w}(M x [-'IT, 0), 
~ t imbM)({-w}(M x [-'IT, 0), 
Whose horizontal lines are induced by restriction to M x 0, induces the diagram 
I 
Which is natural with respect to .s4 and the inclusions N" C M" \aM" defining the right side of 
Diagram D. Take G(M) resp. G(N) as the homotopy theoretic fiber of aM resp. aN. 
Proof of step 2. Consider the diagram 
Jt(M x I) ~ ~~)---------+~ dIM) '.e, ~ imb..t(M, Mx SI) 
1 I 1 II 1 III 1 
Jt(M X [-'IT, 0])-+ imbM)({-w}(M x [-'IT, 0), M X [-'IT, 'IT»-+ Bd(M x [-'IT, 0)):: imb..t(M, M x SI) 
Which is obviously commutative. Since the first three terms of both lines are principal fibrations 
an~ both ~~) and imb~)({_w}(M x [-'IT, 0), M X [-'IT, 'IT» are contractible, d(M)-+ 
Bst{M X [-'IT, 0)) is a homotopy equivalence and consequently 'ITt (imb..t(M, M x SI), d(M»-+ 
1Tk(~mb"'(M,MxSI), Bd(Mx[-'lT,O))) is an isomorphism for all k. 
'1"L Since the square III is natural with respect to inclusion, we get (i) proved, as consequence of 
• qeorem 2.7. 
Since we have the commutative diagram 
d(Mx 1)-d(MX SI)_ imb..t(M, M x SI) 
I I I 
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whose horizontal lines are fibrations (see Proposition 2.4) and which is natural with respect to 
inclusions, using Theorem 3.1 [3] we obtain 
(
imb"'(N, N x 51)- imb"'(M, M x 51») 
1TJ 1 1 =0 
~mb"'(N, N x 51)- ~mb"'(M, M x 51) 
for 
. ..:::{inf(2r-2,r+k-l) d=~iff 
J ... inf(2r-2,r+k-l,r+3) d=91,,o/"op. 
Prool 01 step 3. We have seen in [3], Chapter 6 that the diagram 
Bd(Mxl)- ~mb"'(M,Mx 51) 
1 1 
Bd(N x 1)- ~mb"'(N, N x 51) 
is the same as the diagram 
,M 
~mb"'(M, M x R)- ~mb"'(M, M x 51) 1 ',,!:~~ 1 
~mb"'(N, N x R)~ ~mb"'(N, N x 51) 
"'- J ~ 
Since the diagram obtained replacing the 'arro~s I's by j's remains commutative (with l's 
induced by the inclusion R = 5 1\{e} C 51) and r . 1M = id, jN . IN = id, we obtain the following 
commutative diagram 
G(M) --=--+ O,N{M) 
1 1 
G(N)--=--+ O.K(N) 
hence Step 3. 
Proolol Theorem 3.4. (see proof of Theorem B[3], p. 33). By definition we have I: K -+ V, 
/': K -+ V' with 1T,(f) = 1T,(/') = 0, i <!ii r + 1 <!ii n/2, hence we may assume I and f' embeddings. 
Let Nand N' regular neighborhoods of I(K) and f'(K) and fjI the homotopy equivalence 
fjI: N -+ N' which is covered by the bundle map TfjI: TN -+ TN'. Actually we may assume fjI is an 
embedding of N inside N' (see [3], p. 34). 
We apply now Theorem 3.1 and get the result. 
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